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NikolaiNikolai



   by by NikolaiNikolai »  » Fri Apr 14, 2023 9:32 pmFri Apr 14, 2023 9:32 pm

A little bit =)A little bit =)

Fri Apr 14, 2023 7:35 pmFri Apr 14, 2023 7:35 pmssmith2010ssmith2010 wrote:  wrote: ↑↑
"Are you people insane?""Are you people insane?"
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This is good, but to me nothing beats cards of pain 1 with the clit needle piercing, and maybe lyen's holdThis is good, but to me nothing beats cards of pain 1 with the clit needle piercing, and maybe lyen's hold
position accidental strokes from cop3. Its a shame that the needle piercing didnt happen in the darcia THposition accidental strokes from cop3. Its a shame that the needle piercing didnt happen in the darcia TH
game, was really hoping the clit piercing might happen again in one of these games. the 3x card is justgame, was really hoping the clit piercing might happen again in one of these games. the 3x card is just
too ridiculous, the producer should just give the option to replace 3x with the needle card (sure its verytoo ridiculous, the producer should just give the option to replace 3x with the needle card (sure its very
scary for the player, but atleast its more doable than the 3x card, also in my opinion its alot more sexyscary for the player, but atleast its more doable than the 3x card, also in my opinion its alot more sexy
than the 3x card, the 3x card is just sadistic)than the 3x card, the 3x card is just sadistic)
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And sadism is far beyond the scope.of these videos...And sadism is far beyond the scope.of these videos...

Right?Right?

Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)

the 3x card is just sadisticthe 3x card is just sadistic
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   by by DarkseidDarkseid »  » Fri Apr 28, 2023 6:30 amFri Apr 28, 2023 6:30 am

I have always said that there are two most important factors that characterise EP's subs: attractiveness (noI have always said that there are two most important factors that characterise EP's subs: attractiveness (no
one wants to see the fat chubby girls you see on other sites, whereas we are well aware of seeing theone wants to see the fat chubby girls you see on other sites, whereas we are well aware of seeing the
prettiest and possibly innocent looking girls under the whip...) and reactions to the whipping. Sometimesprettiest and possibly innocent looking girls under the whip...) and reactions to the whipping. Sometimes
reactions can be a really decisive factor. Let's think of Amirah Adara: I have never liked her, I'm not sayingreactions can be a really decisive factor. Let's think of Amirah Adara: I have never liked her, I'm not saying
that I find her 'ugly' but she certainly doesn't make a great impression next to far more attractivethat I find her 'ugly' but she certainly doesn't make a great impression next to far more attractive
colleagues. Let's also say that if I had had to choose 'unseen' Hungarian adult stars to submit to thecolleagues. Let's also say that if I had had to choose 'unseen' Hungarian adult stars to submit to the
dominas' treatment, she might not even be in the top 10. And yet, seeing her react like that to the brutaldominas' treatment, she might not even be in the top 10. And yet, seeing her react like that to the brutal
session of Cards of Pain, made her movie a true kult of the series, certainly one of the best, and above all,session of Cards of Pain, made her movie a true kult of the series, certainly one of the best, and above all,
made her one of the top subs to want to see again soon.made her one of the top subs to want to see again soon.

Her film has it all: a 27-stroke bastinado, an absolute rarity that will delight lovers of feet whipping (here IHer film has it all: a 27-stroke bastinado, an absolute rarity that will delight lovers of feet whipping (here I
am!); a long and brutal pussy whipping with no less than 33 lashes, 17 of which given by Tatjana with theam!); a long and brutal pussy whipping with no less than 33 lashes, 17 of which given by Tatjana with the
infamous long whip and a new split-legged position that is a joy to behold (see image below, and @Pedro,infamous long whip and a new split-legged position that is a joy to behold (see image below, and @Pedro,
please, do something and invent a way to make Zazie undergo the same thing! ); an equally brutal titsplease, do something and invent a way to make Zazie undergo the same thing! ); an equally brutal tits
whipping session with 52 lashes (don't worry, the nipple will bleed) that sees Amirah tied to the cross andwhipping session with 52 lashes (don't worry, the nipple will bleed) that sees Amirah tied to the cross and
then falling to her knees for the last dozen of strokes, after nearly passing out; and then the backthen falling to her knees for the last dozen of strokes, after nearly passing out; and then the back
whipping session, EP's romantic classic, with the addition of salt water. And then a record, or at least Iwhipping session, EP's romantic classic, with the addition of salt water. And then a record, or at least I
think so: at the end of the film, Amirah receives more than 170 lashes!!! think so: at the end of the film, Amirah receives more than 170 lashes!!! 

Before her I think the record belonged to Natalie Gold, but her session was very boring. Reactions, indeed:Before her I think the record belonged to Natalie Gold, but her session was very boring. Reactions, indeed:
Natalie reacted to each lash with a sigh and a shriek, but remained motionless, as if nothing hadNatalie reacted to each lash with a sigh and a shriek, but remained motionless, as if nothing had
happened. What a drag! With Amirah, on the other hand, it feels like being catapulted from a game showhappened. What a drag! With Amirah, on the other hand, it feels like being catapulted from a game show
straight into a medieval dungeon where an innocent maiden is sadistically tortured by her tormentors.straight into a medieval dungeon where an innocent maiden is sadistically tortured by her tormentors.
That is the scenario we all love most. The way she screams, cries, begs for mercy, questions why this isThat is the scenario we all love most. The way she screams, cries, begs for mercy, questions why this is
happening to her, struggles in an attempt to be spared has been described by many users as 'hearthappening to her, struggles in an attempt to be spared has been described by many users as 'heart
breaking'. And it really would be, for normal people. Not for us, who instead in front of that crying despairbreaking'. And it really would be, for normal people. Not for us, who instead in front of that crying despair
can't wait to see her suffer again, and again, and more.can't wait to see her suffer again, and again, and more.
Yet despite the pain, despair, screams and tears, Amirah perseveres, continues, does not give in. I repeat:Yet despite the pain, despair, screams and tears, Amirah perseveres, continues, does not give in. I repeat:
more than 170 lashes full of screaming and crying!!! You can see how badly she needed the money. Andmore than 170 lashes full of screaming and crying!!! You can see how badly she needed the money. And
this could be a good pick for the EP producers to 'force' her to come back, perhaps for somethingthis could be a good pick for the EP producers to 'force' her to come back, perhaps for something
absolutely new, unreleased and even more brutal.absolutely new, unreleased and even more brutal.

My final vote is surely an A++My final vote is surely an A++

Last edited by Last edited by DarkseidDarkseid on Tue May 02, 2023 4:54 am, edited 1 time in total. on Tue May 02, 2023 4:54 am, edited 1 time in total.
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Darkseid, loved your original review of Amirah painful rounds. Not a detailed description but an overviewDarkseid, loved your original review of Amirah painful rounds. Not a detailed description but an overview
of her best aspects during the torture.of her best aspects during the torture.

Like It. Thank you.Like It. Thank you.
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   by by CyberVampCyberVamp »  » Fri Apr 28, 2023 8:30 pmFri Apr 28, 2023 8:30 pm

As I have said the players really have a tougher game As I have said the players really have a tougher game 
Having the domina as the Host is really unfair.Having the domina as the Host is really unfair.
I think the player who does more than 3 rounds and quits should get some money like 500 dollars etcI think the player who does more than 3 rounds and quits should get some money like 500 dollars etc

Last edited by Last edited by CyberVampCyberVamp on Sun Apr 30, 2023 1:53 pm, edited 1 time in total. on Sun Apr 30, 2023 1:53 pm, edited 1 time in total.
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Thx!Thx!

Fri Apr 28, 2023 5:01 pmFri Apr 28, 2023 5:01 pmFakdanieFakdanie wrote:  wrote: ↑↑
Darkseid, loved your original review of Amirah painful rounds. Not a detailed description but an overviewDarkseid, loved your original review of Amirah painful rounds. Not a detailed description but an overview
of her best aspects during the torture.of her best aspects during the torture.

Like It. Thank you.Like It. Thank you.
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I agree on all points except one. I agree on all points except one. Amirah is attractive to me. Amirah is attractive to me. She has a lean, healthy body. She has a lean, healthy body. Better yet, sheBetter yet, she
screams in a way that rips my heart out, and yet still keeps going. screams in a way that rips my heart out, and yet still keeps going. We can see that her spirit is about toWe can see that her spirit is about to
break. break. How much more can she take? How much more can she take? Very dramatic. Very dramatic. It is a shame that the goal was so far out of her reachIt is a shame that the goal was so far out of her reach
that she didn't want any more. that she didn't want any more. Had the benchmark been closer, we could have had even more strokes putHad the benchmark been closer, we could have had even more strokes put
upon her as she realized how close she was!upon her as she realized how close she was!

Fri Apr 28, 2023 6:30 amFri Apr 28, 2023 6:30 amDarkseidDarkseid wrote:  wrote: ↑↑
I have always said that there are two most important factors that characterise EP's subs: attractiveness (noI have always said that there are two most important factors that characterise EP's subs: attractiveness (no
one wants to see the fat chubby girls you see on other sites, whereas we are well aware of seeing theone wants to see the fat chubby girls you see on other sites, whereas we are well aware of seeing the
prettiest and possibly innocent looking girls under the whip...) and reactions to the whipping. Sometimesprettiest and possibly innocent looking girls under the whip...) and reactions to the whipping. Sometimes
reactions can be a really decisive factor. Let's think of Amirah Adara: I have never liked her, I'm not sayingreactions can be a really decisive factor. Let's think of Amirah Adara: I have never liked her, I'm not saying
that I find her 'ugly' but she certainly doesn't make a great impression next to far more attractivethat I find her 'ugly' but she certainly doesn't make a great impression next to far more attractive
colleagues. Let's also say that if I had had to choose 'unseen' Hungarian adult stars to submit to thecolleagues. Let's also say that if I had had to choose 'unseen' Hungarian adult stars to submit to the
dominas' treatment, she might not even be in the top 10. And yet, seeing her react like that to the brutaldominas' treatment, she might not even be in the top 10. And yet, seeing her react like that to the brutal
session of Cards of Pain, made her movie a true kult of the series, certainly one of the best, and above all,session of Cards of Pain, made her movie a true kult of the series, certainly one of the best, and above all,
made her one of the top subs to want to see again soon.made her one of the top subs to want to see again soon.

Her film has it all: a 27-stroke bastinado, an absolute rarity that will delight lovers of feet whipping (here IHer film has it all: a 27-stroke bastinado, an absolute rarity that will delight lovers of feet whipping (here I
am!); a long and brutal pussy whipping with no less than 33 lashes, 17 of which given by Tatjana with theam!); a long and brutal pussy whipping with no less than 33 lashes, 17 of which given by Tatjana with the
infamous long whip and a new split-legged position that is a joy to behold (@Pedro, do something andinfamous long whip and a new split-legged position that is a joy to behold (@Pedro, do something and
invent a way to make Zazie undergo the same thing! ); an equally brutal tits whipping session with 52invent a way to make Zazie undergo the same thing! ); an equally brutal tits whipping session with 52
lashes (don't worry, the nipple will bleed) that sees Amirah tied to the cross and then falling to her kneeslashes (don't worry, the nipple will bleed) that sees Amirah tied to the cross and then falling to her knees
for the last dozen of strokes, after nearly passing out; and then the back whipping session, EP's romanticfor the last dozen of strokes, after nearly passing out; and then the back whipping session, EP's romantic
classic, with the addition of salt water. And then a record, or at least I think so: at the end of the film,classic, with the addition of salt water. And then a record, or at least I think so: at the end of the film,
Amirah receives more than 170 lashes!!! Before her I think the record belonged to Natalie Gold, but herAmirah receives more than 170 lashes!!! Before her I think the record belonged to Natalie Gold, but her
session was very boring. Reactions, indeed: Natalie reacted to each lash with a sigh and a shriek, butsession was very boring. Reactions, indeed: Natalie reacted to each lash with a sigh and a shriek, but
remained motionless, as if nothing had happened. What a drag! With Amirah, on the other hand, it feelsremained motionless, as if nothing had happened. What a drag! With Amirah, on the other hand, it feels
like being catapulted from a game show straight into a medieval dungeon where an innocent maiden islike being catapulted from a game show straight into a medieval dungeon where an innocent maiden is
sadistically tortured by her tormentors. That is the scenario we all love most. The way she screams, cries,sadistically tortured by her tormentors. That is the scenario we all love most. The way she screams, cries,
begs for mercy, questions why this is happening to her, struggles in an attempt to be spared has beenbegs for mercy, questions why this is happening to her, struggles in an attempt to be spared has been
described by many users as 'heart breaking'. And it really would be, for normal people. Not for us, whodescribed by many users as 'heart breaking'. And it really would be, for normal people. Not for us, who
instead in front of that crying despair can't wait to see her suffer again, and again, and more.instead in front of that crying despair can't wait to see her suffer again, and again, and more.

Yet despite the pain, despair, screams and tears, Amirah perseveres, continues, does not give in. I repeat:Yet despite the pain, despair, screams and tears, Amirah perseveres, continues, does not give in. I repeat:
more than 170 lashes full of screaming and crying!!! You can see how badly she needed the money. Andmore than 170 lashes full of screaming and crying!!! You can see how badly she needed the money. And
this could be a good pick for the EP producers to 'force' her to come back, perhaps for somethingthis could be a good pick for the EP producers to 'force' her to come back, perhaps for something
absolutely new, unreleased and even more brutal.absolutely new, unreleased and even more brutal.
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Edited with photos and vote.Edited with photos and vote.
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Darkseid, that is a very exciting review... Guess who LIKED it on twitter first, when Pablo tweeted aboutDarkseid, that is a very exciting review... Guess who LIKED it on twitter first, when Pablo tweeted about
it???it???

That's right, it was Amirah... I guess she likes your style then!That's right, it was Amirah... I guess she likes your style then!

Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)

        

JUMP TO 
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